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ABSTRACT

A scaling study of short-pulse laser-driven proton and electron acceleration was conducted as a function of pulse duration, laser energy, and
laser intensity in the multi-picosecond (ps) regime (�0.8 ps–20 ps). Maximum proton energies significantly greater than established scaling
laws were observed, consistent with observations at other multi-ps laser facilities. In addition, maximum proton energies and electron tem-
peratures in this regime were found to be strongly dependent on the laser pulse duration and preplasma conditions. A modified proton
scaling model is presented that is able to better represent the accelerated proton characteristics in this multi-ps regime.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0023612

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades, research in laser-driven proton accel-
eration has emerged as an exciting path for creating compact beam-
like sources of MeV protons. In high-energy-density science (HEDS),
applications for these sources may include studies in isochoric heating
for creating matter under extreme conditions,1 proton radiography of
dense targets,2 and proton-induced inertial confinement fusion.3 An
enduring area of research involves studying how laser-driven particle

sources can be tailored for this diverse set of applications through a
robust understanding of how characteristics of the accelerated protons,
such as dose, maximum proton energy, and spectral shape scales with
key laser parameters, such as pulse duration (sLaser), focal spot (r0),

4

laser intensity (I), and laser energy (ELaser).
There are many laser-driven ion acceleration mechanisms that

can generate high-energy protons,5–8 but much of the research on this
topic has centered on the target-normal-sheath acceleration (TNSA)
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process.9 In TNSA, accelerated protons are produced through high
intensity lasers (>1018 W/cm2) impinging on a thin metallic or plastic
foil, which is typically �5–50 lm thick. During this interaction, the
laser ablates material from the front surface of the foil creating a region
of underdense plasma blow-off through which electrons are acceler-
ated to significant energies primarily through the ponderomotive
force. Electrons with enough energy to escape from the rear of the foil
can then establish a strong electric field. Surface contaminants (e.g.,
water or oils) that are present on the rear of the foil are then acceler-
ated via this sheath field, thereby creating a beam-like source of accel-
erated ions, with protons preferentially accelerated due to their high
charge-to-mass ratio. For laser pulse durations below a picosecond,
linearly polarized laser light and steep density gradients, the tempera-
ture (Thot) of the hot electrons that drives the sheath field is well-
described by the ponderomotive scaling detailed by Wilks et al.9 and is
given by

Tpond ¼ mec
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ I½W=cm2�k2½lm�

1:37� 1018

s
� 1

0
@

1
A
: (1)

Many scalings exist for the maximum proton energy (Emax) obtained
in experiments10–14 and these proton scalings share common charac-
teristics, typically taking the form of Emax � aThot , where a is a
constant. One of the most commonly used scalings was presented by
Fuchs et al.,11 which is based on a plasma expansion model13 and
incorporates multiple experimental parameters including the laser
pulse and target characteristics. This scaling has been shown to capture
the relationship between laser intensity and maximum accelerated
proton energy for numerous TNSA experiments for pulse durations in
the sub-picosecond regime.11,15

However, recent results using the Advanced Radiographic
Capability (ARC) laser at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL)15 in addition to previous experimental and simulation results
at the OMEGA-EP laser at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics,16,17

LFEX-GEKKO laser at the Institute of Laser Engineering,18 and Laser
M�egaJoule-PETAL19,20 at the Commissariat �a l’�Energie Atomique
have demonstrated higher maximum energy protons than would be
predicted by the Fuchs model and electron temperatures exceeding the
ponderomotive temperature.

These lasers occupy an atypical parameter space when compared
to most petawatt-class lasers in that they have relatively long pulse
durations (multi-picoseconds), large focal spots (�10’s lm), and are
capable of delivering immense amounts of energy (�multi-kJ). Many
different models18,21–26 have recently emerged that aim to explain
both the enhanced electron and proton characteristics in the multi-
picosecond, large focal spot, multi-kJ regime. All of the models largely
rely on the fact that large focal spots and longer pulse durations can
create long scale length underdense plasmas with which the laser can
interact and accelerate electrons to energies that exceed the pondero-
motive scaling. The exact acceleration mechanism is where many of
these models diverge. Direct laser acceleration (DLA) is one scheme
that has been proposed as the source of these superponderomotive
electrons.22,25 In this mechanism, high intensity lasers establish a
plasma channel with slowly varying electric fields. Electrons can then
oscillate in these fields and gain energy directly from the laser when
they are in phase with the laser field.27 Effective acceleration of the
electrons via DLA depends on the scale length of the ion channel and

the intensity of the laser. Large focal-spot multi-picosecond lasers cre-
ate conditions analogous to this mechanism in that the large focal spot
can produce long scale length plasma expansion. This along with the
long pulse duration provide conditions where electrons can experience
multiple events where they are in phase with, and directly accelerated
by, the laser field.15,22,28

While many promising models exist, there is an absence of a
large dataset of TNSA experiments under these conditions. Generating
a larger collection of empirical scaling studies will help in the effort to
constrain corresponding models. Toward this goal, this paper builds
upon the existing scaling studies in laser-driven proton and electron
acceleration for laser pulse durations in the sub-picosecond regime11

by presenting experiments measuring not only characteristics of
TNSA protons, but also the hot electron temperature as a function of
laser pulse duration for four pulse durations ranging from �0.8 to
20 ps. A summary of all shots taken as part of this study is shown in
Table I. Results from these experiments demonstrate that in this
regime, the measured temperature of escaping hot electrons far
exceeds the ponderomotive scaling. In fact, the electron temperatures
are enhanced by �5–40 times the ponderomotive temperature and
underlying these results is a clear dependence on pulse duration and
preplasma conditions. Consequently, the measured proton energy
from these series of experiments is higher than what would be pre-
dicted using the Fuchs scaling thus supporting previous proton accel-
eration measurements in the multi-picosecond regime.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

This study was conducted with the Titan Laser at the Jupiter
Laser Facility (JLF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.29

Titan is a neodymium-glass laser system (central wavelength,
ku¼ 1.054 lm) that is capable of delivering pulses with durations of
0.7–20 ps with up to 250 J of energy, depending on the pulse length.
Uncertainty in the delivered energy is attributed to the systematic error
of the calorimetry measurement, which is estimated to be 5%.30 In
order to produce quasi-relativistic laser intensities (�1018 W/cm2)
that are typical for systems in the large-focal spot, multi-picosecond
regime, an f/10 Off Axis Parabola (OAP) was used to create a larger
laser focal spot and depth of field. Titan operated with an f/10 OAP had

TABLE I. Summary of laser energies, intensities, and pulse lengths for all shots
taken in this scaling study.

sLaser (ps) ELaser (J) I18 (10
18W/cm2)

0.86 0.2 296 2 3.26 1.1
0.86 0.2 836 4 9.16 3.0
0.86 0.2 1306 6 14.36 4.7
2.96 0.6 506 2 1.56 0.5
2.96 0.6 1516 8 4.66 1.4
11.26 2.4 506 2 0.46 0.1
11.26 2.4 1136 6 0.96 0.3
11.26 2.4 1406 7 1.16 0.3
11.26 2.4 2076 10 1.66 0.5
20.96 4.2 436 2 0.26 0.1
20.96 4.2 1526 8 0.66 0.2
20.96 4.2 2046 10 0.96 0.3
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a r50 of 196 2 lm. To characterize the statistical error on the focal
spot size, multiple images were taken over the duration of the exper-
iment. This error was combined with an assumed systematic error
of 10% due to calibration of the focal spot camera.

Shots were performed with multiple pulse lengths and energies to
maintain a consistent intensity. For pulse durations below 3 ps, pulse
lengths were measured using autocorrelation31 while a fast optical
streak camera was used for longer pulse lengths. Multiple measure-
ments with both diagnostics were taken to define a statistical error on
the pulse durations and an additional systematic error of 20% was
assumed for both pulse length diagnostics.32 A significant prepulse
preceding the main laser pulse, due primarily to reflections in the laser
system, is also present for the Titan laser. To characterize the energy
and intensity of this prepulse, a portion of the main beam is diverted
from the main compressor and measured directly by a water cell com-
bined with a photodiode a readout on an oscilloscope. An example
oscilloscope trace showing the prepulse is plotted in Fig. 1.

At each pulse length the laser energy was chosen to scan an
intensity range of (1017–1019 W/cm2), with laser energies spanning
�30–210 J, on target. Targets were 156 2.25lm-thick circular alumi-
num foils that were 3mm in diameter and mounted on silicon washers
for support.

Figure 2 illustrates the experimental setup used throughout these
series of measurements. To measure the electron spectra and tempera-
ture, an electron–positron proton spectrometer (EPPS)33 was fielded
at 12� relative to target normal. The primary proton diagnostic was a
radiochromic film (RCF) stack,34 fielded along the target normal direc-
tion. The EPPS diagnostic is a magnetic spectrometer, which uses a
permanent magnet to magnetically disperse charged particles based on
their gyroradius. In contrast, an RCF stack, which is comprised of
multiple layers of film and aluminum or plastic filters, provides a dis-
crete proton spectrum, the energy-dependent spatial structure of the

proton beam, and absolute dose information. Ionizing radiation, in
this case predominantly protons, causes polymerization of an active
dye within the radiochromic film causing the dye to change color in
proportion to the deposited dose. In addition, protons lose energy
while traversing the stack of films and filters. Given the stopping
power of protons in the RCF and filtering material, a dose response
can be calculated. Therefore, the last layer with a detectable dose can
be used to define the maximum proton energy. All reported maximum
proton energies from this experiment are from the RCF diagnostic. To
obtain absolute dose information, each layer in the RCF stack was
scanned using an Epson Expression 10000 scanner at a resolution of
300 ppi (pixels per inch). The film pack design used in this work was
composed of eight layers of Gafchromic HD-V2 with additional alu-
minum and plastic filtering, followed by four layers of Gafchromic
External Beam Therapy (EBT-3) films. EBT is more sensitive than
HD-V2, which ensures that the highest energy protons, which also
have lower statistics, are recorded and an accurate proton maximum
energy can be recorded. In the RCF spectra shown throughout this
paper, only dose values from the HD-V2 layers are shown. A 10% sys-
tematic error on dose values from the HD-V2 layers was assumed
from calibration of the scanner.35 The first layer of RCF is assumed to
be largely contaminated with heavier ions and is also not shown in
proton spectra derived from the RCF diagnostic. Contributions from
x-rays and electrons were also visibly distinct from the main proton
beam and subtracted from the primary proton signal on each film.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Example RCF and EPPS spectra measured from three shots from
this experiment are plotted in Fig. 3: including a short pulse duration
high-energy shot (sLaser¼ 2.9 ps, Elaser¼ 151 J), a short pulse duration
low-energy shot (sLaser¼ 2.9 ps, Elaser¼ 50 J), and a long pulse-
duration, high energy shot (sLaser¼ 11.2 ps, Elaser¼ 140 J). Panel (a)
shows the RCF-measured proton spectra for these three different shots
with varying laser parameters. An exponential curve was fit to each of
the spectra to infer a proton slope temperature, thus providing a met-
ric to describe the shape of the measured spectra. Figure 3(b) shows
the electron spectra measured by the EPPS diagnostic from the same
three shots as shown in panel (a) of Fig. 3. Assuming a Maxwellian dis-
tribution, fitting the electron spectra with an exponential curve dN

dE /
exp ð�E=kBTÞ can analogously provide a measure of the temperature
(Te) of the population electrons driving the TNSA sheath field. The
measured electron distributions presented throughout this paper rep-
resent the escaping electron population, which is distinct from the
internal electron distribution of electrons trapped within the target.
Although, previous work36–38 has demonstrated these two distribu-
tions to be linked.

The intensities for the short pulse duration, low-energy shot
(sLaser¼ 2.9 ps, Elaser¼ 50 J) and long pulse duration, high-energy shot
(sLaser¼ 11.2 ps, Elaser¼ 140 J) have similar intensities (I¼ 1.5 �1018
W/cm2 and I¼ 1.1 �1018 W/cm2) and comparing the corresponding
proton spectra for these shots shown in Fig. 3(a), shows that increasing
the pulse length for shots with similar intensities has the effect of
increasing the proton slope temperature and overall proton flux. In
contrast, considering the long pulse duration, high-energy shot
(sLaser¼ 11.2 ps, Elaser¼ 140 J) and short pulse duration, high-energy
shot (sLaser¼ 2.9 ps, Elaser¼ 151 J) which both have similar laser ener-
gies, shows that both the proton slope temperature and total proton

FIG. 1. Example raw data from the watercell diagnostic from one shot
(sLaser ¼ 2:9 ps; ELaser ¼ 151 J; I ¼ 4:6� 1018 W/cm2) on the Titan laser from
this campaign. These watercell measurements were performed on-shot, thus the
main laser pulse is saturated on the trace since it has such a high energy and the
detector does not have the dynamic range to capture both the full main pulse signal
and lower energy prepulse. To calibrate this detector, several low energy shots at
millijoule energies were taken to relate the signal from the diode to an energy.
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dose are similar for shots at similar laser energies even though they
have different pulse durations. Following similar trends of the inferred
proton slope temperatures, the electron temperature increases with
longer pulse durations for similar intensity shots, which was a result
corroborated by experiments in Mariscal et al.15 and Yogo et al.18

Building on these results, comparing the short pulse duration, high
energy shot and long pulse duration, high energy shot, shows that
shots with similar laser energies have electron slope temperatures
within error bars of each other, independent of pulse duration. These
example spectra highlight the importance in presenting data in terms
intensity, laser energy, and pulse duration as it serves to decouple
which laser parameter has a dominant effect on the resulting particle
characteristics. For this reason, all measured data in this paper are pre-
sented as a function of both laser energy and laser intensity.

For all pulse lengths scanned, electron temperature measure-
ments inferred from the EPPS spectra are shown in Fig. 4(a) as a func-
tion of laser energy and in Fig. 4(b) as a function of laser intensity.
Vertical error bars are due to the uncertainty in the fitting of the elec-
tron spectrum. Error bars for the intensity were derived by propagating
the uncertainty from the focal spot, pulse length, and delivered
energy measurements. Also, on this plot is the ponderomotive scal-
ing for the hot electron temperature developed by Wilks et al.9 as
well as the Beg temperature scaling described in Ref. 39, where

TBeg MeV½ � ¼ 0:215ðI½W=cm2�
1018 k½lm�2Þ1=3 and the Pukhov temperature

scaling described in Ref. 27, where TPukhov MeV½ � ¼ 1:5ðI½W=cm2�
1018 Þ

1=2.

Within each pulse length scan, the measured electron temperatures are
consistently a multiplicative factor above their corresponding pondero-
motive temperature. For example, within the scan at sLaser, three shots
were completed spanning intensities of 0:2� 0:9� 1018 W=cm2 (as
shown in Table I). Using the ponderomotive scaling shown in Eq. (1),
the ponderomotive temperature for these intensities would span
�0.040–0.16MeV. However, as shown in Fig. 4(b), the measured elec-
tron temperature is �5–40� higher. To quantitatively describe this
enhancement in temperature, the ponderomotive temperature for these
three shots was related to the measured electron temperature for these
three shots through a linear fit and the slope of this line was taken as the
“multiplicative factor” previously described. This process was repeated
for each pulse length scan and the multiplicative factor as a function of
pulse length is shown in Fig. 4(c).

To quantify the preplasma conditions on each shot, measurements
from the water cell described previously were utilized. These data col-
lected from this shot series consistently show the presence of a prepulse
at a time of 1.386 0.05ns prior to saturation of the detector on the
arrival of the main pulse. Furthermore, the duration of the prepulse was
measured to be less than 50 ps on all shots, limited by the temporal reso-
lution of the detector. This prepulse is distinct from the amplified spon-
taneous emission that is also often referred to as the Amplified
Spontaneous Emission (ASE)-prepulse and is typically present for nano-
seconds prior to the main pulse arrival.

Prepulses have been attributed tomany sources, from back reflec-
tions in lenses, amplifiers, mirrors, and other reflective optics.40,41 In

FIG. 2. The full experimental setup used in this campaign is shown in (a). The Titan laser was focused using an f/10 parabolic mirror onto a 15-lm thick aluminum target. The
main diagnostics were a radiochromic film stack (RCF) and the electron–positron–proton spectrometer (EPPS). The RCF stack provided measurements of the TNSA proton
energies and was placed at 0� relative to the normal of the target, while the EPPS was used to measure the electron spectra and was placed 12� from the target normal. The
aluminum target was irradiated at an angle of 31� relative to the laser axis. The RCF stack was placed 3.5 cm from the target rear surface and the EPPS diagnostic was
70 cm from the target rear surface. In (b), the Titan beam spot (focused with the f/10 parabola) is shown as measured on a low energy, un-amplified pulse. The dashed line
shows the radius at which 50% of the energy is contained in the spot.
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FIG. 3. (a) shows example proton spectra from the RCF stack diagnostic for three shots: a short pulse duration, high-energy shot (shown in the dark green, sLaser¼ 2.9 ps,
Elaser¼ 151 J), a short pulse duration, low-energy shot (shown in light green, sLaser¼ 2.9 ps, Elaser¼ 50 J), and a long-pulse-duration, high energy shot (shown in the dark
blue, sLaser¼ 11.2 ps, Elaser¼ 140 J). The shaded area for all curves in (a) represents the error in the slope temperature fit. Similarly, (b) shows the electron spectra as mea-
sured by the EPPS diagnostic for the same three shots. The shaded region represents the error in the slope temperature fit for the electron measurements.33 For both the elec-
tron spectra and RCF spectra, the slope temperature derived from fitting the spectra with an exponential curve, shows that energy and not intensity has a dominant effect on
the temperature regardless of pulse duration.

FIG. 4. In panel (a), the solid points show the electron temperature as inferred from the EPPS spectra plotted for each pulse duration investigated as a function of laser energy
for varying laser intensity. In panel (b), the same measured electron temperature is shown as a function of laser intensity for varying laser energy. Overlaid on this plot are the
Pukhov, Beg, and Wilks (i.e., ponderomotive) temperature scalings for reference. The Pukhov scaling is only plotted for intensities about 1018 W/cm2 since this is the regime
where this scaling was studied. The noise floor of the EPPS diagnostic was 109 electrons/MeV/sr. Panel (c) shows the enhancement in the ponderomotive temperature as a
function of pulse duration.
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these instances, the prepulse should retain the pulse duration of the
main pulse itself and consistently appear at the same time delay before
the main pulse. Given the stability of the timing of the prepulse, its
sub-50 ps duration and its correlation with main pulse energy, it is
assumed that the prepulse duration has a similar duration to the driver
laser pulse.

Figure 5(a) shows that for laser energies greater than 80 J, and for
all pulse durations, the energy in the prepulse can be easily related to
the energy in the main pulse by a fit function shown with the dashed
curve in Fig. 5(a). For laser energies lower than this threshold, the pre-
pulse is below the signal to noise of the detector. Therefore, to estimate
the prepulse energy in these shots, the fitting function was used to
extrapolate to the lower energies. This was used to estimate the pre-
pulse intensity for all shots as shown in Fig. 5(b).

This prepulse drives plasma expansion in the 1.38 ns prior to the
main pulse arrival, and such a plasma expansion has been character-
ized for plasma mirror interactions.42 In that work, an analytic plasma
expansion model was found to agree well with particle-in-cell (PIC)
modeling and experimental data for laser energies in the range of
10–500 mJ, intensities in the range of 1013�15 W/cm2, and pulse dura-
tions of 1–40 ps. Since each of these ranges overlap well with the pre-
pulse measurements here, we use the scalings reported there to predict
the preplasma scale length that would be created by the prepulse here.

In that work, the electron temperature (TeðRTÞ) driving this scale
length evolution was found to be well described by Gibbon’s and
F€orster43 expression for Rozmus and Tikhonchuk’s scaling,44 given in
the following equation:

Te RTð Þ eV½ � ¼ 119
ne

1023cm�3

� � 1
12

Z
1
12

I
1015 W cm�2

� �1
3 sLaser

100 fs

� �1
6

:

(2)

With the plasma scale length evolving as dpre�plasma ¼ cst, where
t is the duration of expansion and cs is the sound speed. Noting that
the sound speed is related to the electron temperature by

cs ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ZkBT

1=2
eðRTÞ

mi

r
, an estimate of the scale length can be obtained by

substituting the expression for TeðRTÞ in Eq. (2) at the time of the main
pulse arrival relative to the prepulse (Dt).

Noting that in the plasma mirror work, a prepulse with an inten-
sity of 1014 W/cm2 and duration of 1 ps initiated a plasma expansion
with a scale length of �1lm after 10 ps, the expression with the sub-
stitution can be greatly simplified to the following equation:

dpre�plasma lm½ � ¼
1lm
10 ps

� �
Dt psð Þ

Ipre�pulse
1014 Wcm�2

� �1
6 sLaser

100 fs

� � 1
12

;

(3)

where Ipre�pulse is the prepulse intensity shown in Fig. 5(b), and is sim-
ply of the form, dpre�plasma ¼ csDt multiplied by a correction factor for
scaling the intensity and pulse duration of the laser.

The electron temperature, inferred from the EPPS spectra, is
plotted as a function of this scale length estimate in Fig. 5(c), and
shows that the electron temperature linearly increases with the plasma
scale length.

Figure 6(a) shows the maximum proton energy inferred from
the RCF diagnostic as a function of laser energy and Fig. 6(b)
details the maximum proton energy as a function of laser inten-
sity. Uncertainty in the maximum proton energy is due to the dis-
crete nature of the RCF diagnostic in that the true maximum
energy could lie between the layer with a last visible dose or the
one immediately following it. This is shown with asymmetrical
error bars in Fig. 6(a).

A comparison of the proton temperature and electron tempera-
ture is plotted in Fig. 6(c) and illustrates their linear relationship. This
is unsurprising as the strength of the sheath field is set by the energy of
the electrons escaping from the rear surface of the target. The stronger
the sheath, the more energetic the protons are that are accelerated.
Vertical error bars in the proton temperature are due to the error in
the fit. Regardless of pulse length, the electron temperature is roughly

FIG. 5. Panel (a) shows the prepulse energy for all shots in this campaign. A subset of shots with main pulse laser energies below �50 J had prepulse signals below the noise
floor and thus these shots have extrapolated values for the prepulse energy, which are shown in triangular points instead of circular points. The relationship between prepulse
energy for each shot and the main laser energy is also shown in the dashed black curve, showing that the prepulse energy depends strongly with the main laser energy for
each shot. Panel (b) shows the prepulse intensity as a function of main pulse laser energy and (c) shows the electron temperature as function of the inferred plasma scale
length. Overlaid on this plot in solid black lines are the value of the ponderomotive temperature given by Eq. (1) for intensities of 1018 and 1019 W/cm2. As the preplasma scale
length decreases, we would expect the temperature to approach the ponderomotive scaling.
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a factor of two larger than the proton temperature, which corroborates
previous results by Bolton et al.45

Figure 7 details measurements of the conversion energy and con-
version efficiency for all shots. Here, the conversion energy is defined
as the total energy into protons>1MeV and is plotted as a function of
delivered laser energy in Fig. 7(a). As expected, this is linear with the
laser energy. Figure 7(b) shows the oft-quoted conversion efficiency
for protons with energies above 1MeV as measured by the RCF diag-
nostic as a function of energy and Fig. 7(c) plots the conversion effi-
ciency as a function of laser intensity. Conversion efficiency defined
here is the integral of the proton spectrum divided by the laser energy.
Proton spectra measured by the RCF diagnostic were fit with an expo-
nential curve of the form dN=dE � exp ð�E=TprotonÞ, such that the
conversion efficiency is 1

ELaser

Ð Emax
0 E0dN=dE0dE0. Uncertainty in the cal-

culated conversion efficiency is attributed only to the fit of the
spectrum.

The highest conversion efficiency achieved in this work was�1%
at 0.8 ps and an intensity of �1019 W/cm2. However, note that similar
conversion efficiencies were accomplished using longer pulse lengths
(11.2 and 20.9 ps) at lower laser intensities. This is a result that was
also found by Yogo et al.18 Figure 7(b) demonstrates that for laser

energies above 100 J, the conversion efficiency plateaus for the longer
pulse durations (i.e., � 10 ps) such that energy is no longer being cou-
pled efficiently into the resulting proton beam. Although relatively low
conversion efficiencies were achieved in this work, previous work has
shown that higher conversion efficiencies can be achieved by using
temporally shaped laser pulses46 and ongoing work is being conducted
to study the use of temporally shaped pulses in the multi-ps regime to
enhance this coupling.47

IV. DISCUSSION

The Fuchs model11 describes the relationship between laser
intensity and max proton energy for most TNSA experiments per-
formed with laser pulse lengths in the sub-ps regime. The model fol-
lows the common formulation of Emax / aThot , and relies on the
Mora model,13 which is given by

Emax ¼ 2Thot ln ðtp þ ðt2p þ 1Þ1=2Þ
h ih i

; (4)

where tp is the normalized acceleration time. In the Fuchs model, Thot
is the Wilks ponderomotive scaling referenced in Eq. (1). The normal-
ized acceleration time is given by tp ¼ xpisacc=ð2 exp ð1ÞÞ, where sacc

FIG. 6. Panel (a) shows the maximum proton energy measured by the RCF diagnostic as a function of laser energy, whereas panel (b) shows the same information but plotted
against laser intensity. Panel (c) shows proton temperature and electron temperature measurements plotted against each other showing that the proton temperature inferred
from the RCF diagnostic has a linear relationship with electron temperature inferred from the EPPS for all pulse lengths.

FIG. 7. The total energy into protons>1 MeV is plotted as a function of laser energy in (a). Conversion efficiency (for protons with energies >1 MeV) as a function of laser
energy is shown in (b) and conversion efficiency (for protons with energies >1 MeV) is shown as a function of laser intensity in (c).
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is the acceleration time and xpi is the ion plasma frequency. In the
Fuchs model, sacc is assumed to be 1.3sLaser. Extending the Fuchs
model to the four pulse lengths investigated in this study, which reside
in the multi-ps regime, gives the dashed lines shown in Fig. 8. All mea-
sured maximum proton energies for this study achieve higher proton
energies than what would be expected with the Fuchs model.

A modified Fuchs model first described by Rusby48 relies on the
Mora model shown in Eq. (4) but adjusts the normalized acceleration
time. This modified Fuchs model utilizes a different formalism for sacc,
developed by Brenner et al.49 shown in Eq. (5), which has explicit
dependence on the laser pulse duration and focal spot size

sacc �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2Laser þ s2expansion þ

DLaser

2ue

� �2
s

: (5)

The expansion time, sexpansion, uses the Buffechoux et al. formula-
tion50 that is motivated by both experimental results and simulation
and is given by 6

xpi
. DLaser is the focal spot diameter and for this dataset

is given by 2� r50. ue is the average velocity of the electrons. The ion

plasma frequency, xpi is given by:
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e2ne
e0mi

q
, where ne is the rear surface

sheath electron density (assuming quasi-neutrality), andmi is the pro-
ton mass. To calculate the electron density, a model for the sheath size
is necessary. Here, the sheath size and sheath electron density are given
by the same formulation presented by Fuchs et al.11 The size of the
sheath is dependent on the focal spot size (DLaser), target thickness (d),
and angular divergence (h) of the accelerated electrons, such that the
area of the sheath is Ssheath ¼ p� ðDLaser þ ðd � tan hÞÞ. In the modi-
fied Fuchs model, the divergence is based on a collection of empirical
results showing the relationship between angular divergence and laser
intensity detailed by Green et al.51 A fit to this compilation of data
gives the result, h � 6:45lnðI½W=cm2�=1� 1018Þ � 257:24.52 The
electron density is then given by, as described in Ref. 11, as:
ne0 ¼ Ne=ðcsLaserSsheathÞ, where Ne is the total number of electrons
and is equal to 1:2� 10�15 Elaser=Thot .

In addition to these modifications, for this specific dataset taken
at Titan, Thot was modified from the ponderomotive scaling that is
used in the Fuchs model. To investigate the impact of different tem-
perature models on this modified model, three different temperature
models for Thot were tried: (1) Thot¼TPukhov, (2) Thot ¼ 5� TBeg , and
(3) Thot ¼ 5� Tpond . In Fig. 4(c), the multiplication factor in compar-
ing the ponderomotive electron temperature and measured electron
temperature within each pulse length scan is plotted and is shown to
span �5–40� the ponderomotive scaling depending on the pulse
length. However, using an enhanced factor of 5 for the models using
the Beg temperature scaling and ponderomotive scaling in the modi-
fied Fuchs model best captures the maximum proton energy scaling
for all pulse lengths in this study. Since the Fuchs model scales linearly
with Thot, modifying this parameter has the largest effect in making
the modified Fuchs model fit the measured points. The measured elec-
tron temperature shown in Fig. 4(b) provides some justification for
increasing the electron temperature in the model given that all mea-
sured temperatures are well above the ponderomotive temperature for
all intensities and pulse lengths. In addition, the inferred preplasma
scale length shown in Fig. 5(c) shows a linear relationship between the
measured electron temperature and inferred preplasma scale length.
This is a result that is consistent with electron acceleration from direct
laser acceleration (DLA), in which the electron energy gain is propor-
tional to the length of underdense plasma that the electron is acceler-
ated within and this may provide hints that this is a candidate
mechanism for the measured increased electron temperatures. To
investigate this mechanism directly, future work will include dedicated
experiments to measure direct laser acceleration in this multi-ps
regime.

The resulting curves using the modified Fuchs model, with the
different temperature models, are plotted for the four pulse lengths
investigated in solid curves in Figs. 8(a)–8(c). The model that best cap-
tures the measured data is shown in Fig. 8(c), which uses Thot ¼
5� Tpond for the temperature scaling. For this model, the coefficient
of determination or R2 values for each pulse length scan

FIG. 8. In each panel, the maximum proton energy measured by the RCF diagnostic as a function of laser intensity. Plotted in dashed curves is the Fuchs model for each pulse
length investigated. In solid curves is the modified Fuchs model. In panel (a), the modified models uses the Pukhov temperature scaling for Thot. The modified Fuchs model in
panel (a) is only plotted for intensities where the Pukhov model is valid, which is greater than 1018 W/cm2. Panel (b) uses the Beg scaling for temperature multiplied by a factor
of 5 and panel (c) uses the ponderomotive scaling for temperature multiplied by a factor of 5.
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(sLaser ¼ ½0:8; 2:9; 11:2; 20:9� ps) comparing the measured data and
Fuchs model are R2

Fuchs ¼ ½0:22;�0:70;�4:4;�1:3�, whereas the
modified Fuchs model, has R2 values of R2

Modified�Fuchs
¼ ½0:95; 0:99; 0:19;�3:12�. The modified Fuchs model with Thot

¼ 5� Tpond better captures the relationship between intensity and
maximum proton energy for all pulse lengths scanned except at 20 ps.
In addition, this modified Fuchs model also better describes the maxi-
mum proton energy vs laser intensity scaling for the 0.8 ps data, which
has a pulse duration on the margins of the sub-ps/multi-ps boundary.
This may be due to the enhanced preplasma created by significant pre-
pulse on the Titan laser creating conditions for a hotter electron tem-
perature distribution. Figure 8(a), which shows the modified Fuchs
model with Thot¼TPukhov also has good agreement with data.
However, the modified model with this temperature scaling is only
plotted over the intensities where the TPukhov was studied, which is
greater than 1018 W/cm2.

The modified Fuchs model was also applied to previous TNSA
results on other multi-ps facilities, including OMEGA-EP, LFEX-
GEKKO, and NIF-ARC. Figures 9(a)–9(c) plots both the Fuchs model
and modified Fuchs model for all of these datasets. For all plots in
Fig. 9, Tpond was enhanced by a factor of five in the same way that was
done for the Titan results. Like the Titan dataset, most measured
points across all three facilities have proton energies that exceed the
Fuchs scaling, but unlike the Titan dataset, they are not well captured
by the modified Fuchs model. Enhancing the hot electron temperature
by 5�, the ponderomotive scaling was a simple constant parameter
included to the modified Fuchs model to fit the measured data from
Titan specifically. However, Fig. 5(c) demonstrates that the electron
temperature is strongly dependent on preplasma conditions, which
vary widely across laser facilities based on the laser contrast. While in
this work, the derived preplasma scale length is shown to be linked
with the main pulse laser energy, this relationship may also vary across
laser facilities and thus motivates the need to fully characterize deliv-
ered laser pulses. Therefore, future improvements to this model may
include an explicit dependence of the maximum proton energy on pre-
plasma scale length.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this scaling study show that in the multi-
picosecond regime, maximum TNSA proton energy exceeds that
which would be predicted by the Fuchs model, which does capture the

dynamics of TNSA proton acceleration for pulse lengths below �1 ps.
These measurements corroborate results demonstrated by other lasers
in the large focal spot, multi-picosecond, multi-kJ regime. A modified
Fuchs model that incorporates the enhanced electron temperature has
been found to better capture the data presented in this study. In addi-
tion, measured electron temperatures for this pulse length scan show
that this enhanced TNSA may be due to a population of superponder-
omotive electrons that establish the accelerating sheath field. Estimates
of the preplasma scale length based on measurements of the prepulse
energy show a strong correlation between the measured electron tem-
perature and the preplasma scale length. This long preplasma scale
length may enable conditions that are advantageous for the production
of these superponderomotive electrons. Future research will include
experimental work in investigating direct laser acceleration as a candi-
date mechanism for enhanced electron acceleration in the multi-ps
regime.
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